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1. Introduction 

 

This report is the output of a site visit to the River Stour in the reach running 
between Great Bradley and Little Bradley in Suffolk. The request for the visit 

came from Mr. Matt Holden, who is the River Stour Project Officer for the 

Dedham Vale AONB and Stour Valley Project. More information about the project 

can be found at: 

http://www.dedhamvalestourvalley.org/ 

A 2.5km reach running down from the confluence with the augmentation channel 
at National Grid Ref TL 670535 down to TL 680514 was inspected. Views and 

comments in this report are the result of discussions on the day of the site visit. 

Throughout the report, normal convention is followed with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. banks are designated Left Bank (LB) or Right Bank (RB) whilst 

looking downstream. 

 

 

 
Site map. (©streetmap) 

 
2. Catchment Overview. 

The River Stour is classified under the Water Framework Directive as a Heavily 
Modified Waterbody (WFD Ref GB10503604098) and is currently designated as 

having “moderate potential”. 

The upper Stour is heavily impacted by a water transfer scheme. The Ely Ouse-

Essex Water Transfer Scheme was set up in 1968 to provide a solution to 

securing a reliable supply for the Abberton Reservoir in Essex with water 

http://www.dedhamvalestourvalley.org/
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pumped from the Great Ouse over to the Kirtling Brook, an upper Stour 

tributary. Water is then pumped out of the Stour at Wixoe and into the upper 

Colne before again being abstracted further downstream for public water supply. 

The “on-off” nature of the augmentation has profound implications for physical 

and biological characteristics of the Upper Stour which also has a series of level 
control structures designed to raise the level of impoundment in line with 

increasing flow rates. It is not clear if this is to create storage or for flood 

protection downstream (Photo 1). 

 

Photo 1. One of several tilting weirs designed to hold levels up in line with increasing flow rates. 

It is understood that plans are in place to pipe water direct to Wixoe rather than 

using the river channel as an aqueduct. This will help the river’s morphology and 

ecology adapt to a more natural flow regime. 

3. Habitat assessment  

 

3.1 Kirtling Brook Confluence to Great Bradley Road Bridge. 
 

The river channel throughout this reach sits well down below high, soft banks 

and consists mainly of shallow, laminar glide habitat (photo 2). The river bed is 

dominated by fine, sandy sediments with the occasional outcrop of gravels. In-

channel cover for fish was considered to be very poor with only a handful of 
small, modest-sized pools providing any semblance of cover for adult fish of any 

species. 

 

The bank profiles reflect the legacy of many years of heavy maintenance works 

and consist mainly of steeply battered banks. In a few locations the river bank 
has eroded back to a vertical profile (photo 3) and some attempts to reduce the 

rates of bank erosion have been made using toe boarding and imported stone 

(photo 4) with very mixed results.  

Commented [JG1]: I’d question that too 

Commented [SL2]: Necessarily more stable? 
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Photo 2. Uniform shallow glides dominate the upstream reach. 

 
 

 
 

Photo 3. Soft, eroding vertical bank 
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Photo 4. Bank revetment using toe boards and imported stone. Although this work has failed to 

protect the banks, some of the stones that have tumbled into the channel have provided a solid 
platform for water moss Fontinalis sp. to become established.  

 

In one or two locations, outcrops of gravel have been blown out of the 
bed and bank to form a shallow run and riffle habitat (photo 5). These 
sites provide some opportunities for gravel spawning fish species; 

however, the amount of in-channel cover associated with these potential 
spawning sites is very limited.  
 
Low, overhanging tree shade was also at a premium and was found in 
only a few isolated locations (photo 6), as was any evidence of 

submerged, or emergent aquatic vegetation. A small bed of what 
appeared to be curly pondweed Potomogeton crispus (photo 7) was seen 
but the presence of marginal emergent plants was rare, which is highly 

unusual for lowland river margins.   
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Photo 5. A gravel rich glide and riffle provides spawning opportunities for several different fish 
species but the lack of any marginal cover will limit productivity. 

 

 

  
 

Photo 6 An overhanging sallow providing protection for the bank and cover and shade for the 

channel; a rare habitat on this top section. 
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Photo 7. A small bed of submerged curly pondweed was the only submerged macrophyte seen on 

this entire reach, apart from a few small clumps of water moss. 
 

 

In several locations there were small ditch systems joining the main channel 
(photo 8). These sites potentially provide opportunities to create improved 

habitat in wide backwaters and/or even reed beds; if made bigger and wider, 

they could potentially collect lots of nutrient-rich sediment and would require 

regular maintenance to remain viable as a habitat. 

 
Upstream and above the Kirtling Brook confluence, the river channel has a 

natural, meandering planform and is heavily shaded (photo 9). The imperative 

for intensive management has obviously not been inflicted on this reach and as a 

result some good habitat has developed with a diverse channel morphology 

providing improved opportunities for fish species.  
 

A short distance below the confluence there is an old impounding weir structure 

(photo 10). The wings of the structure are constructed from stone filled gabions 

and the bed made up of a mattress of coarse stone boulders. Removing the 

central third of the bed armouring will significantly improve habitats upstream 
and provide a strong plume of water into the decent sized holding pool that has 

formed below the weir. 
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Photo 8. A ditch could be opened up to form a large backwater or perhaps planted as a reed bed 

delta to help trap nutrient-rich sediments; either option could provide enhanced habitat. 
 

 

 
 

Photo 9. Section of natural channel above the Kirtling Brook confluence. 
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Photo 10. An old weir could be enhanced by chiselling out the central third of the cobble invert to 
reduce the impounding effect upstream. 

 

 

3.2 Great Bradley Bridge down to below Little Bradley. 

 

This section is more diverse in character compared to the upstream reach. The 
river here does not appear to have been so intensively dredged in the past and 

the channel has a meandering planform and increased shading from marginal 

trees (photo 11). 

 

Long sections are still predominantly shallow glide habitat and the reach is 

seriously impacted by the presence of two level-control structures which are 
restricting the development of impounded reaches as well as fragmenting 

habitats and species. 

 

Some bank erosion was observed but could easily be arrested with strategically 

placed flow deflectors, and eroded faces packed with brushwood to slow down 
water velocities and promote sediment accretion (photo 12). 

 

Where mature trees and well-developed root systems were present, the river 

was inclined to dig decent sized pools (photo 13) and when coupled with low, 

overhanging shade, the quality of habitat available was considered to be much 
more diverse and abundant than on the upper sections. In areas on the inside of 

bends and where sufficient sun light penetrates, beds of emergent burr reed, 
Sparganium sp., have become established (photo 14), helping to stabilise soft 

deposited sediment. 

 

Commented [SL3]: Check meaning here cos could be read as 

developed impounded reaches are good news! 
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Photo 11. A meandering planform and low cover provide improved habitats on the downstream 

section. 

 

 
 
Photo 12. An active pool/run and riffle regime with some bank erosion adjacent to the LB.  
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Photo 13. The narrow channel width upstream pushes the flow around the outside of the bend and 

hits the tree roots which has helped to develop this high quality pool habitat 

 

 
 
Photo 14. Beds of emergent reeds help to stabilise deposited sediments on the inside of the bend 

but where the channel becomes squeezed, soft vulnerable banks are liable to erode unless 
defended with established root systems or brushwood. 
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Significant opportunities for gravel spawning fish species were to be found such 

as that highlighted in photo 15. In one or two areas, trees have fallen across the 

channel and importantly been left in place long enough to help scour and sort 
river bed gravels (photos 16 and 17).   
 

 
 
Photo 15. A great example of an ideal spawning site for a wide range of fish species including 

chub, dace, bullhead, brook lamprey and brown trout. 
 

 

 
 
Photo 16. A fallen tree providing cover for fish, food for invertebrates and promoting the sorting of 

river bed gravels.  
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Photo 16. The same tree with associated gravel shoal 

 

 

 
 

Photo 17. Another example of large woody debris, this time providing low valuable cover. 
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4. Recommendations and Enhancement Opportunities. 

 

Opportunities to improve the ecological quality of the Suffolk Stour in the Great 
Bradley to Little Bradley reach via a programme of habitat enhancements are 

numerous and extensive. These potential improvements range from large-scale 

capital projects, for example to remove the redundant, non-operative 

impounding weirs, through to small-scale improvements using locally-won 

woody materials and voluntary manual labour. 
 

The key principles for both the upstream and downstream reaches are to create 

more diversity in the channel and bed shape, particularly in driving the bed 

down to promote improved pool habitat and to introduce more cover to areas of 

shallow glide habitat. Freeing up bed gravels whilst at the same time reducing 

bank erosion pressures are also key objectives when planning the 
enhancements. 

 

The upper reach above Great Bradley is ripe for river bed redistribution using a 

technique pioneered by the late Dr Nigel Holmes. The use of a tracked, long 

reach excavator to “dig and dump” existing bed material and form pools and 
runs has been successfully employed on both the River Lark and the Little Ouse 

in Suffolk. This is not a task for voluntary groups but undoubtedly provides the 

diversity in river bed shape that is required to improve ecological quality. The 

technique is remarkably simple and cost effective and in gravel-rich rivers like 

the Stour can also provide instantaneous and ultimately sustainable changes to 
the shape of the river channel. The top reach lends itself perfectly to this 

technique, not least because the reach is homogenous and virtually all shallow 

glide. Promoting bed scour via conventional flow deflectors would be difficult at 

this location due to the lack of any local materials which would need to be 

imported. 

 
Obviously, this type of work would require a budget but the 1km of channel 

upstream of Great Bradley road could be transformed in a week using a tracked 

excavator under environmental supervision. A budget of approximately £5k 

would be sufficient to deliver a radical enhancement. 

 
The lower reaches below Great Bentley, however, have a more diverse shape 

and could easily be enhanced further through the use of locally-won woody 

materials which, with land owner permissions, appear to be readily available. 

Large Woody Debris (LWD) can be used here to promote river bed scour or even 

bank protection by positioning flow deflectors to kick erosive flow energy away 
from vulnerable banks. LWD can also be used parallel to the toe of the bank to 

stabilize the bank and catch slumping sediments, forming a new “green” toe to 

the bank. Parallel LWD also provides excellent habitat for invertebrates and 

small fish, acting as cover logs and providing refuge from predators. 

 
In addition to LWD, coarse wood debris (CWD) or brashings can also be used to 

form brushwood berms or shelves, or even pegged onto the eroded bank face.  
 

Sections of eroded bank highlighted in the report could be stabilised using 

brushwood and pinned down logs. Installing a mattress of brushwood will slow 

down erosive flows and provide a support mechanism for plants. A combination 
of dead brushwood and live willow can be used and procured from on-site. As 

Commented [JG4]: Presumably this is for plants colonising from 

the bank above and thus ultimately strengthening and stabilising the 

structure further – need the elaboration here? 
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well as solving the erosion issues, brushwood shelves provide important food 

and habitat for invertebrates and cover for small fish. The live willow, once 

established will require sensitive maintenance, but this is ideal work for groups 
of volunteers. 

 

 
 

Brushwood laid into the face of an eroding bank on the Great Ouse. 
 

 

 
 

A cross section drawing of a typical brushwood mattress. 
 

Commented [JG5]: From here on down the images don’t have a 

name: photo x, y etc – might help anchor to respective text. 
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A plan view depicts how the brushwood slows water velocity adjacent to the bank and helps to 
promote sediment accretion. 

 

 

 
   

 
An example of conifer brash tops used to protect an eroded bank on the river Manifold. 
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Construction of any brushwood mattress could be achieved via a River Habitat 

Workshop, delivered by a network of local volunteers, coordinated by the Stour 
Valley Project Group under the guidance of the WTT. The project will help to 

provide the volunteers with skills and knowledge on the issues associated with 

river management and maintenance, and provide the group with the skills and 

confidence to tackle sensitive work on other local reaches. 

 
Additional work to include the installation of LWD flow deflectors to protect 

eroding banks and promote river bed scour could be tackled during the 

workshop. LWD needs to be keyed into the banks and secured to the river bed 

either with driven chestnut stakes or steel rebar. See examples below: 

 

 

 
 
Modular flow deflector made up of several pieces of trunk to reduce downstream flood risk in the 

event of any piece breaking away. 
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Flow deflector keyed into the bank and secured with chestnut and galvanized wire as well as steel 

rebar on the outside edge. 
 

 

 
 
Marginal cover log protecting the toe of the bank and providing cover for fish. This time installed 

using steel rebar. 
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Initially it is suggested that a one day workshop be arranged to trial a range of 

the techniques as described. The group could also look to manage existing fallen 

trees, to trim where necessary to avoid the development of a full blown debris 
dam forming, and to secure any fallen trees to ensure that none break free 

during spate conditions. 

 

Actions required: 

 
 SVP to liaise with land owners for permissions. 

 SVP to identify and make available suitable local woody materials. For any 

workshop to be undertaken during the bird nesting season, all materials 

must be felled before the April and not before the end of August.  

 WTT to provide training and supervise workshop. 

 WTT to supply tools and additional materials (posts and wire) 
 WTT to produce a Risk Assessment and undertake safety briefing. 

 SVP to liaise with the EA over requirements for Flood Defence Consents. 

We recommend that the consent application should seek permissions to 

introduce a maximum of 6 LWD flow deflectors and 6 brushwood shelves 

on the identified reach. 
 SVP to promote the event and recruit volunteers. 
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Disclaimer 
 
This report is produced for guidance and not for specific advice; no liability or 

responsibility for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as 

a result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from 

acting, upon guidance made in this report. 
    

 

 


